Mobyle : a Web portal framework for bioinformatics analyses
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Abstract

We have designed a system, Mobyle, to provide an environment for running and defining bioinformatics analyses.
The objective of this environment, a successor of the Pise[3] tool, is to enable biologists to access advanced
features, such as pipelines or remote services discovery, yet not having to learn complex concepts and not having to
install sophisticated software.

1. Introduction
During the last years, an increasing number of tools, such as Soaplab [1], w2h[2], Pise [3] or Jemboss [4],
have been developed to enable the biologists to run specific analysis software, either remote or local, within
a homogeneous environment. In order to define a better integration of various services, some systems, such
as myGrid [5] and biomoby [6] rely on ontologies to either describe the bioinformatics objets, or the analysis
services. Software systems such as Pegasys [7], Taverna [8], w3h [9], G-Pipe [10], Panoramic [11] or
Wildfire [12], not only provide a framework for defining and enacting workflows, such as biopipe [12], but
also focus on the user interface aspects, generally by providing a graphical representation of the workflows.
Our approach both aims at services integration and end-user access, that we address through the more
limited but more widely-used Web interaction paradigm. In this poster, we first describe our user-centered
studies and how they helped us to understand and address end-users issues. Next we briefly describe our
framework and the early prototype of our system.

2. Methods
In order to better anticipate how biologists would access advanced mechanisms to enhance, combine,
automate or configure their bioinformatics analyses, we have conducted a serie of in-situ interviews (about
30) and organised 3 video-prototyping workshops with researchers of the Pasteur Institute [14][15]. The
outcome of these studies essentially warned us about the actual need of tools for building complex pipelines
or accessing just-discovered web services. Furthermore, simple problems related to the data and programs'
results seem to be more important for biologists not having much training in computing than sophisticated
tools. Yet, we wanted to provide basic pipeline and discovery mechanisms, for we observed that they
address a major need: biologists spend a lot of time copying and pasting data to combine analyses, or
searching various well-know servers and assembling results in ad-hoc protocols, that they put down in their
laboratory notebook.

3. Framework
The framework encompasses various components on both the client and the server sides (Fig. 1). On the
client side, in addition to the Web portal, components include: a command-line interface as well as some
APIs (python, perl). A biomoby access is also under construction, thanks to Y. Wong's python API [16]. On
the server side, the current DTD for Mobyle services enables to either run local Unix programs, wrap remote
Web servers, or call biomoby web services. A first implementation of the Web wrapper and the biomoby
API is available on the RPBS Web server [16].

4. Prototype
Up until now, several components of the system have been developed. Fig. 2. shows the current state of Web
user's interface prototype. The left panel is, as usual, devoted to navigation. It includes several types of
navigation: looking for services, either by searching or browsing the services tree; a list of finished or
currently running jobs (where finished jobs are highlighted in green) is also provided: from this list, the user
can retrieve previous requests. The navigation panel also includes access to user's data files formerly
analyzed: once selected, corresponding jobs and services' forms become available for re-use. Finally,
tutorials are provided, since, as we were able to observe, they often provide a helpful basis for finding
appropriate services. The top tabs provide access to forms according to their primary data type input: it thus
also offer a way for filtering services. This area will probably give access to biomoby object ontology in a

near future, provided we can confirm a real need for this additional feature for the end-user. The data
loading area includes an access to previously loaded data through the 'History' item. The center area is
divided in two parts: one for data loading, and a part for services' forms, which share the data loading area
corresponding to their main data input type.

Fig. 1. Mobyle framework.

The web user's interface relies on several techniques, such as DHTML, template processing with the
SimpleTAL python package, and Slither, a framework for developping interactive Web applications [17].
We also have adopted the Ajax approach [18], which enables very interactive Web interfaces development,
by providing server-side dynamic document generation through javascript XmlHttpRequest objects.

5. Pipelines
Our design for providing pipelines deliberately seeks simplicity. We only address linear pipelines, and we
opted for a familiar textual representation and simple interaction mechanisms. As shown in Fig. 2, services'
and jobs' lists may refer to pre-defined pipelines, visually indicated by a list of services separated by '>>'.
The form area displays a pipeline ready for use, which includes 3 steps: blast, clustalw and dnapars. The
second step's form is currently displayed; other steps can be selected by clicking on their name in the tab
(note that the data area defines input only for the first step). New pipelines may be defined in two ways (not
shown in the figure): either by interactively chaining programs at run time, like in Pise [3], or by connecting
programs before any submissions, like in G-Pipe [10] thanks to a “Pipe” menu. Finally, a “Repeat” button in
the data loading area indicates to the server that the analysis should be performed for each data item (e.g:
sequence) in the submitted dataset. Although not as general as a real loop statements, this feature
corresponds to 90% of the loops found in current scripts.

6. Conclusion
The system still needs heavy coding, as well as some remaining design tasks regarding the Web interface.
We intend to proceed to a first evaluation by organizing usability tests in the next monthes. The poster goes
together with a demonstration of the current prototype.
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